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Summary

This thesis is about metabolic strategies—reflected in the title “The evolution of metabolic

strategies”—of mostly micro-organisms, such as bacteria and yeast (a unicellular organism that

resembles a human cell more closely than a bacterial one). These micro-organisms obtain en-

ergy and building blocks for reproduction from the sugars they take up from the environment.

Sugars are converted by enzymes. Enzymes are proteins that bind chemical substances, such

as sugars, and facilitate the conversion of the substances. The processes in the cell are there-

fore very dependent on which enzymes the cell produces and in what amounts. We call the

levels of the enzymes the metabolic strategy.

When cells grow they “fight” over the food that is available. We shouldn’t take this “fighting”

too literal. When we talk about “survival of the fittest” in this context, we mean “survival of the

fastest”. When a cell is slightly “different” and reproduces faster and this difference is inherited

by the offspring, the new generation will consist of a larger part of cells that are “different” in the

same way. In the long run the whole population will consist of “different” cells (which will then be

the normal cells). This is the process of natural selection. Growing faster can be achieved by

making more or less of specific enzymes that convert sugars to building blocks, therefore

changing the metabolic strategy. In this thesis I investigated which changes in metabolic

strategies increase the growth rate.

We usually only see the result of natural selection in most biological systems. We can follow

the evolution of larger organisms only by looking at the fossil record. The nice thing about micro-

organisms is that they grow so fast that we can follow the evolution real-time. In this thesis, I

have developed theory that can be used to understand the outcome of evolution and to predict

which metabolic strategies can be expected as the result of an evolution-experiment.

Often, there are several ways to achieve the same result, for example two enzymes that take

up the same sugar, but have different properties. Yeast has as many as 20 enzymes that take

up the same sugar, and interesting phenomenon that we would like to understand. In chapter 3

I show that some properties of enzymes can be useful when there is a lot of sugar, while other

properties are useful at low sugar concentrations. Because enzymes are blind, they do not

know what is inside and what is outside, and enzymes that take up sugar fast, also “leak” sugar

to the environment. When there is a lot of sugar outside, it is not such a problem to take up

sugar badly—because of the high concentration, a lot of sugar will come in anyway—and it is

more important not to “leak” sugar. At low sugar concentrations it is more important to take up

sugar well, and there is not much to “leak”. In conclusion, a possible explanation why yeast
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has so many transporters for the same sugar is that there is an optimal enzyme for every sugar

concentration.

Enzymes facilitate the conversion of sugars to new building blocks and energy, so you might

think: “The more enzyme, the better!”. However, the production of enzymes also requires build-

ing blocks and energy, what calls for an analysis of cost-effectiveness. In such an analysis, we

compare the production costs of an enzyme with the gain in production rate generated by the

enzyme. Using the knowledge about production costs and functioning of enzymes I have devel-

oped theory on which strategies are most cost-effective. That makes chapter 4 a kind of

“cost-effective production of offspring for micro-organisms” course. Needless to say,

micro-organisms will not read my thesis, but we can use the chapter as a manual to understand

the metabolic strategies that are formed by natural selection.

Sustainability is very popular nowadays. Using resources sparingly can also be important for

micro-organisms, for example when they reside closely to their offspring and wish to share their

food. Companies that use micro-organisms for the production of food or chemical compounds

also have interests in micro-organisms that do not waste their (sometimes expensive) substrates.

Besides chapter 5, where I investigated efficient resource usage, a question I worked on is: “Are

cost-effective strategies also efficient in resource usage, or the opposite?”. This question is

difficult to answer in general, because it depends on the conditions. This far the question has not

been completely answered and remains of interest.

Sometimes when the environment changes, the things you needed before become worthless,

and things before worthless are now required. The same goes for micro-organisms; enzymes

facilitate useful conversions in one situation, but are completely unnecessary in others. Such a

situation can for example occur when different sugars become available or when an enzyme is

not heat-resistant and temperature increases. Cells can hope that nothing changes or prepare

for the future. In chapter 7 I investigate a mechanism that works as an “insurance”: in some

conditions you don’t need it, but without it you don’t survive a change in the conditions. The case

of chapter 7 is about changes in sugar concentrations. It turns out that a small percentage of the

cells without “insurance” still survive the transition—the lucky ones—and that a small percentage

of cells with “insurance” still dies—the unlucky ones. Life of a micro-organism is not completely

fair (deterministic).

Behaviour of consumers affects the market. When many micro-organisms eat certain sugars,

those become scarce which in turn will influence the diet choice of other micro-organisms. In

chapter 6 I looked at the effect of this feedback through the environment on metabolic strategies.

I have studied two strategies: a slow grower and a fast grower that produces a compound that

inhibits its own growth. It turns out that cells with different strategies can live together. When

there are too many fast growing cells, the inhibiting compound increases and the cells will grow

slower. When there are few fast growing cells the inhibiting compound will be low and the cells

will grow fast and increase in number. Through this density dependent effect a stable coexistence

of two different types of cells with different metabolic strategies arises.

We cannot yet explain all observed metabolic strategies with the results from this book, and

neither can we predict what exactly would happen in an evolution-experiment. We lack the
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knowledge about the precise properties of the different enzymes and there are other aspects

that have not yet been taken into account. For example, inheritable changes are often the result

of adjustments in the DNA code, and not all changes are equally easily encoded in the DNA.

Also, besides converting sugars there are other causes that contribute to fast growth, such as

copying the DNA and sustaining the cellular membrane. We can already use the insights from

this thesis to improve our understanding of observed metabolic strategies and the evolution of

metabolic strategies. This work is also a first step towards the prediction of the evolution of

metabolic strategies.
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